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This thesis deals with the issue of the fragmented municipal structure in the
Czech Republic and its political aspects. The opening part includes the
circumscription of the
topic, characterizes a municipality as a territorial self-government unit, it also
tries to outline the miscellaneous interpretatons of the term „small municipality“.
Next chapter compares municipal structure of European countries with focus to
municipal structure reforms and intermunicipal cooperations in selected European
states. This part isn't followed by the description of the historical development
of urban and municipal structure in the
 Czech Republic and the influence of its current form on municipal political
systems and party systems of the municipalities. The thesis then observes the
options of recent voluntary inter7municipal cooperation in the Czech Republic.
Next chapter describes the shared tax income of municipalities as intended
„catalysator“ of the amalgamation of Czech municipalities. The penultimate sector
deals with the reforming propositions of the urban structure as
seen in project of the Operative Group for Issues of Small Municipalities
created by Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic.  It also brings author´s
own project of reorganisation of municipal structure in the Czech Republic. The
final chapter
 resumes the issue of the thesis.
